




When the average SHU stu­
dent is playing WWF 
Smackdown on playstation in 
his spare time, John Roselli is 
wrestling for real as his alter 
ego, Johnny Heartbreaker.
The junior from White 
Plains, N.Y. is an aspiring pro­
fessional wrestler who has been 
training for the past 11 months 
with the goal of hitting the big 
time in the World Wrestling 
Federation or World 
Championship Wrestling.
He has already wrestled in 
approximately 15 matches for 
independent federations and 
competed last Friday in New
Contributed Photo
John Roselli signs an autograph for an adoring fan.
Haven along with well known 
superstars Austin Credible, the 
Fabulous Moolah, Mae Young 
and others.
Roselli said he has always 
been a fan of professional 
wrestling and wanted to try it.
Fate interceded one day when 
Roselli was working out at the 
Pitt Center.
“I met Alex Roma who
See Heartbreaker, Page 3
Learning how to serve
By Danny Luciano
Contributing Writer
Under the lead of Director 
of Service Learning and 
Volunteer programs, Phyllis 
Machledt, Sacred Heart 
University has become heavily 
involved in service projects 
throughout the area over the 
years and so it is fitting that this 
year the third annual Campus 
Compact Conference will be at 
SHU.
The conference, being held 
from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on 
Oct. 13, will consist of work­
shops and keynote addresses as 
well as faculty forums on serv­
ice learning.
The conference will allow 
administrators from all over the
State of Connecticut as well as 
some neighboring states to 
exchange ideas on the different 
aspects of service learning.
Some of the speakers 
include Eugene Rice, director of 
the Forum on Faculty Roles and 
Rewards at the American 
Association of Higher 
Education, Bruce Herzberg of 
Bentley College, Daniel Monti 
of Boston University, as well as 
SHU’s own Mindy Miserendino, 
Lauren Rosenburg, Jane Gangi 
and Machledt.
The purpose of the confer­
ence is to promote service learn­
ing as a useful tool in learning. 
The keynote speakers will be 
discussing such topics as how to
See Conference, page 3
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News Briefs
ID cards needed to attend school events
The Department of Student Life has sent out a 
notice to all SHU students that they must have their 
SHU ID with them whenever they attend a school 
sponsored event.
Career Development posting online 
resumes
SHU’s Office of Career Development is current­
ly posting student’s resumes online on its Internet 
site, http://sacredheart.jobdirect.com.
To post your resume online, open a microsoft 
word document and set the margins to .5 on all 
sides and font to 11 or 12 points.
Create a table, two columns and one row.
Then type your resume or cut and paste, run 
spell check.
Go to format, Borders and Shading and choose 
“no borders” to erase lines.
The access the website, log on and choose a 
service.
Complete the basic info and hit “Upload 
Resume.”
The Resume deadline is Oct. 27.
Hatch wins freshmen presidency
Sean Hatch won the presidency for the class of 
2004 last week in the freshmen class elections.
Hatch will serve with Vice President Chad 
Bauer, Secretary Gillian Weisman and Senators 
Carrin David, Adam Croce and Jen Hradek.
-Compiled by Brian Corasaniti
Old Gym getting new look
By Danielle DeName
Staf Writer
The rapid transformation 
and expansion of the Sacred 
Heart University campus contin­
ues. Ever since the erection of 
the William H. Pitt Health and 
Recreation Center, there has 
been an ongoing metamorphosis 
of the old gymnasium. It was at 
first abandoned, and then 
prospected as the new Chapel, 
where Masses and services were 
held temporarily. For the last 
year or so plans have been made 
to utilize the space to benefit the 
students.
According to Larry Wielk, 
Dean of Students, the new area 
will be the single location for the 
student services offices, to elim­
inate the hassle of fumbling all 
over the campus.
Wielk says that this addition 
will be a big help.
Mike Giaquitno, Director of 
Facilities Management and 
Construction is the point man on 
this project. Giaquinto says that 
what is referred to as the old 
gym will house many offices. 
The University College which is 
currently located in the 
Administration Building will be 
one-ofibeia.^...-.....,,..*^^
The other offices will 
include: Registrar, Student 
Accounts, Advisement, Public 
Safety, Buildings and Grounds.
Photo by Chns Eaton
Construction on the new wing should be done by next fall.
In addition to these large offices. 
Transfer Admissions, some 
Financial Assistance offices, 
Student Activities and finally a 
small lounge area.
Giaquinto says the layout 
will much resemble that of a 
shopping mall.
You will enter through the 
big doors and you will be able to 
go around the perimeter to all of 
the offices. “It is intended to 
service the students, if they have 
to seek advisement, register, pay 
student accounts and pick up a 
parking sticker, they can do it in 
one spot,” said Giaquitno.
, __ _It will be that simple. “We 
are trying to make it as efficient 
and useful as possible,” 
Giaquinto added.
With the Registar’s office,
Advisement, and Student 
Accounts moving, their current 
offices will then become offices 
and labs for the Occupational 
Therapy program.
The new addition will 
resemble the rest of SHU’s cam­
pus. Giaquinto said, “We plan 
to take down the shrubs outside, 
but leave the trees, and put in 
some windows for these 
offices”.
The construction has 
already begun with the construc­
tion of a main supporting wall in 
the center of the area and the 
newly poured concrete floor.
Giaquinto and his staff have 
been planning for a while and 
intend to have this full service 
area ready for next academic 
year.
Pacelli working hard to make the most of her time at Sacred Heart
By Gaetano Marra Jr.
Contributing Writer
Being continually active in 
a college community is some­
thing that most college students 
find a tough time doing. For 
Sacred Heart University junior 
Kristy Pacelli, it is a way of life. 
Pacelli takes pride in not only 
being involved with the happen­
ings of the Sacred Heart com­
munity, but in being a main con­
tributor of these happenings.
The Political Science and 
English major from Plainville 
feels she is soaking up SHU for 
every penny it is worth.
Pacelli recently finished her 
first year as Orientation Leader 
Chair. The orientation program 
itself is designed to welcome the 
incoming freshman class and 
find creative ways to assure 
them, in a small period of time, 
that they have made the right 
college decision.
Pacelli was selected among 
a pool of candidates for this job 
in the spring of last semester.
Her experience as an orien­
tation leader the previous year 
helped her a lot in attaining this 
job.
However it was her overall 
hard work ethic and dedication 
to the university that shined
Kristy Pacelli
among all the other applicants. 
It was her guidance, along with 
the help of Co-Chair Tom 
Wuestkamp that made this past 
orientation such a success. 
Pacelli still has another year of 
eligibility to hold the chair posi­
tion, and nothing she gave to the 
orientation program went unno­
ticed.
Pacelli places her orienta­
tion involvement as her most 
enjoyable.
“The selection process was 
tough, but when we picked who 
we felt would make the best ori­
entation leaders, we knew we 
were gonna be in for a great 
summer,” said Pacelli. And a 
great summer it was. Over 800 
freshmen enrolled. This is a lot 
of pressure to put on two chair 
people to organize. Pacelli was 
a major reason the incoming
class had such a beneficial and 
well-instructed orientation pro­
gram.
However, she believes it 
was her other involvement on 
campus that gave her such a 
great experience
Pacelli’s involvement 
extends far beyond any student 
that I have come in contact with 
at Sacred Heart. For starters, 
she is the Vice-President for 
Student Government for CCO. 
The CCO is the Council of 
Clubs and Organizations.
She oversees those clubs 
that are already up and running, 
and gives students the chance to 
improve upon them and also 
start their own. “If people are 
willing to put in the time to start 
a club, and get the people to join 
and an advisor, then there is 
endless opportunity.” Pacelli 
said. “We give everyone an 
equal chance and it is because of 
this organization that so many 
people are actively involved on 
campus.”
Pacelli is also the Film 
Chair for SET. SET stands for 
the student events team. As a 
whole, SET is in charge of all 
concerts, bands, and perform­
ances that hit the college, from 
both inside and outside campus. 
When movies come to campus, 
and .are played in the Shine
Auditorium, it is Pacelli that 
selects these films, and makes 
sure it is one of popular 
demand. “Pleasing everyone 
isn’t always easy, but so far, 
there have been no complaints,” 
Pacelli said.
Pacelli also works in the 
University Relations Office. 
Her duties require representing 
the school and coming up with 
solutions to situations that 
might regard people other than 
SHU. Her biggest challenge on 
this job was dealing with the 
neighbors when East Hall was 
being built.
SHU was in the news just 
about every day. This was an 
extremely difficult task. It was 
one that involved not only 
administrator’s perspectives, 
but also an active student. 
Pacelli was working side by side 
with the heads of the school 
throughout the entire process.
Pacelli recently started an 
internship in Bridgeport with 
The United Way. This is a non­
profit organization that raises 
money for charities and other 
various organizations in the 
area. Pacelli’s main responsibil­
ity is putting together presenta­
tions for schools and compa­
nies, and letting them know that 
their contributions can make a 
difference. “I really enjoy
doing this, not just because it 
helps me in my field of study, 
but because I know I am doing 
something good for the commu­
nity,” she said. Pacelli is using 
involvement to help herself, her 
college community, and the 
local areas surrounding her. 
While her free time runs low, 
her anxiety to help others keeps 
rising.
All this volunteer work is 
without a doubt a wonderful 
thing, and it doesn’t stop there. 
She is also a representative for 
the School Food committee, as 
well as the Public Relations 
office. But how does a student 
so involved in her community 
make it and survive in such a 
high demanding economic 
world?
Pacelli works part time at 
Pizzeria Uno’s in Fairfield. She 
enjoys it because she can stay 
active among people, and still 
earn some spending money for 
those big Friday nights on cam­
pus. “I don’t want to sit behind 
a desk my entire life and not 
interact with people. I am a 
people person, and if I lose 
them, I lose something in 
myself as well,” said Pacelli.
“SHU has helped me nur­
ture my leadership abilities, and 
I am very grateful for that,” 
Pacelli said.
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Heartbreaker: SHU's own a pro wrestler
Continued from page 1
works out at SHU at the gym 
and he got me hooked up with a 
trainer,” said Roselli.
The trainer Roselli got 
hooked up with was Kevin 
Landry, who trains wrestlers in 
Chickopee, Mass., and has a 
development contract with the 
WWF. Twice a week Roselli 
drives up and trains with Landry 
and other wrestlers.
A normal training session 
consists of stretching, repetition 
of basic moves, learning one or 
two new moves and occasional­
ly running through a practice 
match with another wrestler. 
“You gotta get the basics 
down... it’s all repetition,” said 
Roselli.
Roselli trains with approxi­
mately five other wrestlers but 
is, “the youngest one by far.”
Approximately once a
month, Roselli competes in 
matches that are run by the local 
independent promotions, like 
North East Wrestling, which 
promoted last Friday’s event.
When Roselli arrives, he 
tries to find the locker room, 
look at the ring and let the pro­
moter know he has arrived. 
“He’s always one of the first 
people I try to find,” said 
Roselli. From there it’s a quick 
work out if he has time to get 
pumped up and then he mental­
ly prepares for the match at 
hand.
“You always try to think 
one move ahead,” said Roselli.
After the match, Roselli 
says he is tired, but hopefully 
uninjured. “Pretty much every 
single wrestler’s goal is to walk 
out by themselves with no 
injuries.”
Roselli says the biggest 
misconceptions about profes­
sional wrestling is that it is fake
and that it does not hurt.
In his short time as a pro­
fessional wrestler, Roselli has 
had to deal with a dislocated 
shoulder and bone spurts in his 
foot that still bother him occa­
sionally.
But Roselli wrestles 
through the occasional pain and 
hopes to become a wrestling star 
on television.
“I know it’s a long shot, but 
it’s my dream and I’m gonna 
chase it down. I truly believe 
that if you want something bad 
enough you will get it, and I 
know I will make my dream 
come true one day, just look 
how far I’ve come already,” 
Roselli said.
Until then, he will continue 
on the independent circuit.
Plans are already in place 
for Johnny Heartbreaker to 
make his debut at Sacred Heart 
University for a possible show 
in the spring.
Conference: Learning how to serve others
Continued from page 1
engage students in service 
learning, getting started in 
service learning programs, 
cities and civic engagement in 
relationship to universities and 
linking service learning to 
classroom advocacy.
Machledt said it is an 
honor for Sacred Heart 
University to host this event, 
as this will be the first time the 
conference will be held in 
New England.
Machledt added that serv­
ice learning is, “a chance for 
students to explore some 
career options and research
shows we can learn best by 
doing. Service learning intro­
duces students to a whole new 
world full of diversity.”
“The best way to elevate 
service learning is when stu­
dents approach me and say 
how much they’ve learned 
from this experience,” said 
Machledt.
Bum Debris Disaster Free
Smokey is counting on you to follow the rules for
safely burning debris.
1. Check local laws on burning.
2. Don't burn on dry windy days.
3. Clear a 30-foot circle around debris before 
lighting fire.
4. Keep shovel, rake and water nearby.
5. Don't leave fire unattended by an adult, even 
for a minute.
6. Consider alternatives to burning: composting, 
recycling, or hauling to a landfill.
REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
Public Safety Releases
Incident report from Sept. 17 to Sept. 21
Sept. 24; 9:04 p.m.- Burglary Alarm-The Public Safety Office 
received a burglary alarm. Publie Safety responded. Alarm was 
aetivated by accident.
10:00 p.m.- Threatening-The Public Safety Office received a 
report that a woman was threatened while on campus. Public Safety 
is investigating.
Sept. 25: 8:10 a.m.- Vandalism-The Pubhc Safety Offiee 
received a report that a couple of offieer’ were vandalized. Public 
Safety responded and filed a report. Public Safety is investigating.
11:06 a.m.- Motor Vehicle Accident-The Public Safety Office 
received a report of a motor vehiele accident. Public Safety respond­
ed and filed a report. Fairfield Police also responded and filed a 
report. No injuries occurred.
1:30 p.m.- An athletic coach became irate with a Public Safety 
Officer because she did not want to move her vehicle. Athletic 
coach moved her vehicle.
5:11 p.m.- Disorderly Conduct-The Public Safety Office 
received a complaint of a student acting disorderly in class. Student 
was informed not to return to campus until the morning.
7:53 p.m.- The Public Safety Office received a complaint that 
a resident was being threatened. Fairfield Police were called. Public 
Safety Officers and Fairfield Police filed a report. Fairfield Police 
are investigating.
8:12 p.m.- The Public Safety Office received a report that a 
person injured their wrist. 911 was called. Public Safety Officers, 
Fairfield Police and Fire departments, and AMR responded. Injured 
person was transported to ST. Vincent’s Hospital via ambulance.
9:34 p.m.- The Public Safety Office received a complaint from 
a resident that somebody is tampering with their computer account. 
Public Safety responded and is investigating.
11:03 p.m.- The Public Safety Office received a complaint of 
broken glass in the hallway. Public Safety Officer responded and is 
investigating.
Sept. 26: 9:13 a.m.- The Public Safety Office received a fire 
alarm. Alarm was activated by accident.
6:47 p.m.- The Public Safety Office received a report that a res­
ident injured herself. Public Safety responded. Resident was driven 
to health services.
10:32 p.m.- The Public Safety Office received a report that 
some computers were vandalized. Public Safety responded and is 
investigating.
Sept. 28: 12:24 p.m.- A resident made a complaint to Public 
Safety about harassing phone calls. Public Safety Officer responded 
and is investigating.
3:08 p.m.- The Public Safety Office received a report of a vis­
itor not feeling well. Visitor was transported to St. Vincent’s 
Medical Hospital.
8:25 p.m.- The Public Safety Office received a report that a res­
ident hurt her elbow. 911 was called. Public Safety, Fairfield Police 
and Fire responded. Resident was transported to St. Vincent’s 
Medical Hospital.
9:22 p.m.- A student made a complaint to the Public Safety 
office that he slipped and fell. Public Safety Officer filed a report. 
Student denied any medical attention.
Sept. 29: 1:00 a.m.- The Public Safety Office received a fire 
alarm. Public Safety responded. Alarm was activated by accident.
1:11 a.m.- The Public Safety Office received a report that a res­
ident’s eye was swollen. Public Safety responded. No medical 
attention was needed. Resident will go to health services in the 
morning.
1:28 a.m.- A Public Safety Office observed the fence to the 
softball field was vandalized. Pubic Safety is investigating.
8:12 a.m.- The Public Safety office received a report that the 
grass near west hall was vandalized. Public Safety Officer filed a 
report and is investigating.
2:03 p.m.- The Public Safety Office received a complaint that 
a car was hit while parked. Public Safety responded. Fairfield 
police were called. Fairfield police filed a report.
3:50 p.m.- The Public Safety Offiee received a complaint that 
a car was hit while parked. Public Safety responded. Fairfield 
police were called. Fairfield police filed a report.
6:51 p.m.- The Public Safety Office received a report of an ele­
vator getting vandalized. Public Safety Officers responded. Milar 
elevator repair was called. Public Safety is investigating.
Sept. 30:12:03 a.m- The Public Safety Office received a report 
of a resident acting disorderly. Fairfield Police were called. AMR 
was called. Public Safety Officers responded. Resident was trans­
ported to St. Vincent’s Hospital.
10:21 a.m.- The Public Safety Office received a fire alarm. 
Alarm was activated by a malfunction.
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Editorials
Everyone has a story, it just needs to be told
How many of you, the SHU student body, knew 
that we had a fellow classmate who moonlights as a 
professional wrestler? Or how about a student who 
sang in a band that played at CBGB’s, one of New 
York’s legendary punk clubs?
Well, those are just two of the students walking 
our halls as we speak. At a school so small, we see 
the same faces day in and day out and 90 percent of 
the time most of us don’t give them a second thought. 
Although popular among their friends, many students 
do extraordinary things that a great deal of the people 
at Sacred Heart will never know about.
That’s where we come in. One of the top laws of 
journalism is that everyone has a story. Whether it be 
the president of the school or the captain of the tip 
cups team in your apartment. This year we want to 
profile the average student on a regular basis and 
show the school some of extraordinary things that 
SHU students do on a regular basis that we never hear 
about.
So if you know someone who is a SHU student 
that is doing something interesting in his or her life, 
drop us a line and let us know about it. We might 
have the next Olympic gold medalist or CEO in our 
school and we may never know it.
Wasn’t the gym supposed to be a pub?
It looks like the old gym is finally getting the 
reconstruction that has been on the drawing board for 
years now. When the seniors here were freshmen, 
there were about a million different rumors floating 
around as to what would happen to the old gym,^
A student lounge was a big rumor that caught on 
like vvildfire for a while.
At one point three years ago, the Spectrum ran a 
front page story claiming that that was indeed what 
the old gym was going to become. Unfortunately for 
our credibility, that was about as far off the mark as 
we could have gotten.
Times like this remind us of one universal law of 
SHU; never take rumors seriously. Believe it when 
you see it or you’ll be dissapointed.
■ne By Jeff Murray
The SHU Voices -Compiled by Chris Eaton




“Yes, because it is a 
nice social scene.”
Erin Roche
North Rockland, N.Y. 
Freshman
“Yes, because I met 






there’s lots of good 
looking girls.”
Some problems at Sacred Heart just never seem to go away
what’s new 




lots in gold 
so of course 
the price of By Kelly 
parking per- Smith 
mits is
through the roof. Ironic too 
because just like gold or pre­
cious stones that are hard to 
come buy so are those dam 
parking spots you all paid over a 
hundred dollars for.
We got a whole new bunch 
of public safety officers fresh 
out of boot camp or wherever 
they breed them. I do not know 
if the wider selection of strap­
ping young men in uniform has 
really helped. I got hit in the 
head the other night when my 
window in my “really safe on 
campus apartment” fell out and
landed on my head, it took pub­
lic safety over an hour to come. 
When the doctor informed me 
that I received a concussion 
from the blow, hence the reason 
I was up puking all night I 
thanked the school for all the 
help.
You know I moved into my 
“really safe on campus apart­
ment” which I do not even want 
to know how much I pay for and 
it was a disaster from the start. 
To begin with it was flooded, oh 
yeah my roommates foot 
drowned the moment she 
walked through the door. Then 
the mildew that had covered the 
whole place forced the school to 
put new floors in and clean the 
rugs.
They took their time to and 
did a good job because we have 
these nice bubbles in the floor in 
the bathroom, they are like little 
roller coasters for the ants we 
house. The window was falling 
apart also but they did not get 
around to fixing that, well until I
got the concussion of coarse. I 
do not know much about the 
law, but everyone says I should 
be going to school for free after 
that. I will not even mention 
how our door does not always 
lock or how the tub acts like a 
swimming pool when you are 
showering.
The best part about all this 
“stuff’ happening and making 
my senior year a living “heck,” 
is the fact that no one on this 
campus takes me seriously. I 
call public safety about the 
lights being out in the parking 
lot because when you are walk­
ing home at 3am it is kind of 
scary. You want to know what 
they told me, “they work, they 
just go on and off’...RIGHT.
I call building and grounds, 
they never come. One of my 
roommates is getting strange 
telephone calls that are upsetting 
and quite frankly scary. After 
two nights of not sleeping she 
reports them to public safety 
looking for a little help. They
tell her just to be a bully on the 
phone next time that person 
calls back. GEE THANKS BIG 
HELP.
So when nothing is getting 
done because I am not being 
taken seriously, I resort to my 
mother. Now she’s a teacher in 
downtown Bridgeport, and if 
you know my mom you do not 
want to mess with her.
Apparently neither does 
SHU...amazingly enough after 
one-call things were getting 
fixed, our toilet, the two sinks, 
the kitchen floor, the caching in 
the tub, we got bug spray, the 
window got fixed, and the lights 
in the parking lot got fixed.
Then I got a message, I was 
supposed to call a certain head 
of a certain department at this 
school. So I did and this gentle­
man proceeded to tell me there 
is NO need to get my mother 
involved in the future, if I have a 
problem I can report it myself. 
HAH AHA, nice try but I’ve 
been there. Thanks Mom.
Editorial Policy
The editorial pages 
are an open forum. 
Letters to the editor 
are encouraged.
All suomissions 
are subiect to editing 
for spelling, punctua­
tion, grammar, clarity 
and length. The 
Spectrum does not 
assume copyright for 
any published materi­
al.
The Spectrum is a 
student run newspaper 
of Sacred Heart 
University, published 
every Thursday during 
the academic year.
All mail should be 
sent to the Spectrum, 
Sacred Heart
University, 5151 Park 
Ave., Fairfield, CT, 
06432-1000. Our 
phone number is 203- 
j7 1-7963 and fax is 
203-371-7828.
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Letters/Op-Ed Please submit your letters to the Spectrum office on Mondays between the hours of 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. or slip them under the office door. Letters must be typewritten 
and signed and may be edited. Please indicate title or class and telephone number.
Rugby team should be respected
As a member of the SHU men’s rugby team, I must say that I 
was disgusted by the way we were treated at the open house on Sept. 
16. I arrived optimistic that we might get some possible recruits for 
next year’s team. As I walked around the Pitt Center looking for our 
table, 1 was quite surprised that there was none.
When I brought this to the attention of Admissions, I was told 
that they had lost our sign and that we should go stand next to the 
women’s rugby team. We did this and the martial Arts Team was 
kind enough to move over as much as they could, giving us about a 
foot of space.
We had to make our own overhead sign out of blue highlighter 
and a sheet of looseleaf paper, which although done very well, did 
not come close to the computer made ones that surrounded us. Even 
with our homemade sign, not one person came to express interest in 
us. Possibly because no one could read the sign we had made.
If our organization did not attend this man datory event, we 
would have been fined. But then I thought that maybe paying the 
fine would have been easier then all of the frustration that the event 
caused us. It has been said before that the men’s rugby team is a bad 
representation of Sacred Heart University, because of what we do 
and how we act, and I’m sure that this will be said again about us. 
We repeatedly turn in winning seasons and year after year have one 
of the better records on campus, yet are ignored by many.
We are treated like a second rate team because we are not a 
NCAA varsity sport. The only place in this country that rugby is a 
varsity sport under the supervision of the NCAA is on the West 
Coast, in schools such as UCLA. I have a proposition for all of our 





It has come to my attention 
that there is an issue of campus 
security on my alma mater. 
Sacred Heart University. I am 
an alumni of this fine institution 
and I prefer not to see it get 
cheapened by the threat of 
abuse.
This past weekend, I disr 
covered a senior male decided to 
get drunk and then went on a 
rampage of assaulting female 
students in their own dorm 
room.
This travesty occurred 
Friday night at Jefferson Hill. 
The assailant was heavily intox­
icated, as he had ingested a 
whole bottle of tequila.
After assaulting a woman in 
her own apartment, he then pre­
pared to attack the cops who 
came to arrest him.
The police took him to the 
hospital to get his stomach 
pumped because he was so 
drunk.
This person now has an 
appointment with the Dean of
should be dealt
Students to discuss his appoint­
ment.
I am urging the authorities 
of this fine institution to recom­
mend expulsion from the 
University. We cannot allow 
such a monster to be living on 
campus, threatening the female 
population. I believe that he 
should be used as an example to 
the rest of the population who 
wants to get loaded and thinks 
that that is a viable excuse for 
committing wrong doing.
The offender is 21 years 
old. He was not involved with 
underage drinking.
As a 21-year-old adult, he 
should be forced to deal with the 
consequences of his action and 
not be able to possibly incur the 
same offense with the justifica­
tion that he cannot remember a 
single thing that occurred on 
that evening.
I am making a plea for 
stronger security on the campus 
so that incidences like this can 
not be expected to happen again.
Please take the time to real­
ly understand the magnitude of
with thoroughly
what has transpired and reach a 
healthy alternative to allowing 
such misconduct to occur again. 
That way, we can take a nega­
tive and turn it into something 
positive. We cannot undermine 
the safety of many to justify the 
second chance of one.
I realize that this institution 
does not want to effect attracting 
prospective students from com­
ing here by making this an issue, 
but it is an issue that should be 
examined thoroughly.
Things like this happen at 
any university in America. 
However, Sacred Heart should 
be more concerned with the 
safety of its student population 
above anything else.
Accidents and mistakes 
happen, but it is how the 
University deals with travesties 
such as this that should be 
reflected upon the school.
Shoving important inci­
dences like this under the carpet 
and trying to ignore it is not a 
good way to handle it.
Amber C. Schaper
Mail Room staff needs to adjust their business hours and their attitude to better serve students
sions last week alone, I stood the Mail Room, but do some- 
outside with 5 or 6 other people thing to slap a smile on your 
waiting at leasf tM*lSiinufes for'face!
Dear Editor,
I have been very frustrated 
with the SHU Mail Room this 
semester, and I know I am not 
the only one.
First off, SHU really ought 
to think about opening the Mail 
Room at all times, and only 
keeping hours for the window. 
The hours now are awful-you 
can’t even get in until 10:30, and 
it closes by 6:00 everyday, 
except Friday (4:00) and 
Saturday (1:00). The hours are 
very inconvenient for many peo­
ple. If your schedule conflicts 
and you are 5 minutes late 
before they close, it could poten­
tially be days, if not longer 
before you can get something 
you may need from your mail­
box.
When it comes to packages 
and bills, we should have access 
to this at all time. Public Safety 
is right around the comer, and I 
sincerely doubt that there would 
be a security problem with peo­
ple’s mailboxes at SHU.
As well, they are rarely 
open on time. On three occa-
them to open the door.
Second, the (non-student) 
staff needs an attitude adjust­
ment. Never a smile, a “Hello,” 
a “Can I help you?” when you 
are standing at the window wait­
ing for some service.
One could be waiting there 
for awhile before they acknowl­
edge your existence, and you 
feel like you’re dealing with the 
Mail Nazis or something. I 
understand it’s not exciting in
Lastly, the procedures are 
crazy! You can only buy a cer­
tain number of stamps, which is 
a very small amount. Let’s say 
three is the limit for argument 
sake.
You go in needing four, and 
they cannot sell you four, but 
you could stand at the window, 
give $.33 to the stranger stand­
ing beside you, and they could 
buy you the other stamp, all 
while the employee witnesses
this. Is this ridiculous, or what?
, To conclude, I think that the._ 
SHU Mail Room needs some 
new policies and an attitude 
adjustment.
If they don’t like their job, 
go somewhere else, but they are 
there to provide a service, and 
frankly, their service is very 
poor (to put it nicely). Maybe 
they should try going to the new 
Marketplace and getting some 
Starbucks each morning before 
going to work....and leave early 
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Phase One of the construction is due for completion on by Keysha Whitaker
October 26. The walk will open on October 28. Above, Marie Sekelsky stands in front of the blueprints for the Pioneer for Life Alumni Walk.
— Alumni make permanent „ 
marks on SHU campus
University sells bricks to make money for Scholarship Fund
By Keysha Whitaker
Features Editor
Many students may have 
noticed the construction at the 
bottom of the hill to the William 
H. Pitt Center.
But they may not have 
noticed the proud white sign 
erected in front of the site.
The sign reads: “Caution, 
tradition building in progress!”
The sign is introducing the 
new Pioneer for Life Alumni 
Walk to the Sacred Heart com­
munity.
The Pioneer for Life 
Alumni Walk is a massive 
undertaking directed by Marie 
Sekelsky, Director of the 
Scholarship Fund at Sacred 
Heart University.
The Alumni Walk may be 
like SHU’s very own “yellow 
brick road.” Except the bricks 
won’t be yellow.
But they will be engraved 
with the names of SHU gradu­
ates.
“The bricks can be 
engraved with anything, as long 
it is within certain guidelines 
that exclude profanity,” said 
Sekelsky. “There are 3 lines that 
have 14 characters on each line. 
The brick and engraving has a
lifetime guarantee, it will never 
wear down.”
All SHU alumni have the 
opportunity to purchase an 
engravable brick at 
the price of $150.
All proceeds 
will go to the 
Scholarship Fund.
An email by 






the Annual Fund 
into the Sacred 
Heart University 
Scholarship Fund.
According to Sekelsky, 
money from the annual fund was 
used in a more general manner 
for the university.
With the change, the 
money will go directly to the 
students.
“Students will benefit from 
a general scholarship. Any stu­
dent that receives financial aid 
or scholarships will receive 
some of the money,” Sekelsky 
explained.
“This is so students can 
achieve their educational goals. 
We want to help the junior go 
on to their senior year. We want
to help the senior get their 
diploma.”
The money is allotted in the 










beginning of the year.
The Alumni Walk is being 
completed in two phases. Phase 
one, consists of the sidewalk at 
the bottom of the hill, directly 
across from the academic build­
ing. There are close to 7,000 
bricks per phase.
The second phase consists 
of the sidewalk on the other side 
of the street leading up to the 
Pitt Center.
According to Sekelsky 
there is also a wheelchair ramp 
being built leading from the 
Academic Building across the 
street.
“The walk will be a smooth 
finish because of the way the 
bricks are made, so wheelchairs 
will have no problem,” Sekelsky 
said.
Construction of 
phase one is due to be 
completed on October 
26.
The sidewalk will 
be completed first with 
non-engraved bricks, 
and then as bricks are 
sold, they will be laid 
down in shifts of 100.
“The first one hun­
dred bricks will be laid 
down at the dedication 
ceremony.
As the orders 
come in, the bricks will be laid 
down and cemented in shifts of 
100, replacing the blank bricks,” 
Sekelsky said.
The Pioneer for Life Walk 
was a collaborative effort of 
ideas and funds.
“Originally, Mike
Giaquinto thought of the idea a 
couple of years ago,” Sekelsky 
said.
“The Class of 2000 also 
gave $10,000 to begin construc­
tion of the walkway, which 
began on September 14,” 
Sekelsky explained.
Larry Wielk, Dean of
Larry Wielk
Students, thinks the Alumni 
Walk is a good idea.
“I think it is a wonderful 
idea to establish a new tradition. 
Because of the young age of the 
university, anything we Can do 
to add tradition is a positive to 
the university.” Sekelsky thinks 
the walk can bring two points.
“The walk builds tradition 
for alumni, and future graduates 
to have their name engraved on 
the walk, and it benefits the stu­
dents of SHU now by the dona­
tion to the University’s 
Scholarship Fund.”
At 10 a.m. on Oct. 28 there 
will be an official dedication 
ceremony for the walk with rib­
bon cutting.
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UMOJA’s CORNER
Whaaassssup SHU!
Do you feel lonely or isolat­
ed from certain people or events 
on Sacred Heart University’s 
campus?
Last week, the UMOJA 
Organization presented this 
question to the participants who 
were members of various cul­
tures and ethnic groups, at the 
Sept. 25 meeting.
The responses were 
not only astonishing, 
but truly revealed a 
problem that may 
escalate into a cam­
pus wide issue.
Students of all 
color felt that a forma­
tion of segregated^ 
groups (cliques) is evident^ 
on campus.
Students noticed that differ­
ent racial groups tend to segre­
gate around each other.
As a result, these cliques 
have bred an isolated body of 
students, or a dividing line 
between students.
The group expounded on 
this occurrence.
We suggest that as students 
and future leaders of this school 
and country, we need to elimi­
nate this comfort zone and 
expand into other venues.
This may include attending 
meetings of clubs like UMOJA, 
La Hispanidad, the Italian Club, 
or just the simple action of intro­
ducing yourself to one new per­
son each day.
We understand that it is 
human nature to associate with 
those of the same interests, 
backgrounds, or even because of 
common denominators like 
being roommates or floormates.
However, if we as Sacred 
Heart family want to accom­
plish true diversity and a cam­
pus of social and academic 
progress; we must be able to 
unite and interact between each 
other without any fear or doubt.
Plato describes philosophy 
as a process to a domain of true 
knowledge.
Furthermore, he explains
logic, because college is 
process of gaining new knowl­
edge and awareness of life and 
the real world.
Our experiences contribute 
towards our actions and per­
spectives of the world and those 
who live in it.
Therefore, let us not 
at our perspectives 
with assumptions, 
such as thinking 




club, but let us 
gain knowledge 
and understand 
g of others. 
UMOJA strong 
suggests and recom­
mends that every student 
begin the UMOJA Hello 
Principle of introducing your 
self to a new person every week.
UMOJA also encourages 
everyone to participate in the 
activities in honor of Latino 
Heritage Month, to attend an 
UMOJA meeting and speak and 
hear the concerns and ideals for 
the Sacred Heart University 
campus.
Believe it or not, we may be
knowledge as experienccs»5^adiffCTent in wayWf 
which are the conquerors of are the same in many ways, 
ignorance.
As members of this ~ ~~Z
. . taitor s note: Umoja s Komer is a
University, we need to attune commentary submitted by Marvin 
ourselves to Plato’s words of Royal, president of UMOJA.
Lambda Sigma Phi strives 
to make SHU campus safe
By Gaetano Marra Jr.
Contributing Writer
The brothers of Lambda 
Sigma Phi, a fraternity at Sacred 
Heart, recently proposed a pro­
gram to their president. Gill 
Lefort III.
The program is called Safe- 
Walk. It has been designed to 
provide escort services for stu­
dents walking around the SHU 
campus at night.
“Safe-Walk Programs are 
used at campuses across the 
nation, and a campus this small 
can be very close to fully pro­
tected when an organization like 
ours watches over it,” said Brad 
Carson, Judicial Board 
Representative for Lambda 
Sigma Phi.
The fraternity’s philanthro­
py is the prevention of date rape 
and sexual abuse awareness.
Safe -Walk has been 
designed to make students feel 
comfortable while strolling 
around Sacred Heart’s constant­
ly expanding campus.
The Safe-Walk Program 
may be thought of as quite sim­
ple.
Various brothers of the fra­
ternity will gather on Thursday, 
Friday, and Saturday nights, 
from 8 p.m. until 2 a.m.
“ . . .a campus 
this small can 








They will have walkie- 
talkies, and will serve as escorts 
to SHU students.
No brother will work more 








The Class of 2001 will sponsor a Flea Market on 
Oct. 8. The market will be held from 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m. in the North Parking Lot
Yale professor speaks to SHU
At 11:30 a.m. on Oct. 12, Dr. Felix Padilla, visit­
ing professor at Yale University, will present an 
inspiring session on the importance of developing a 
child’s literacy skills through early experiences with 
culturally relevant books and stories. The workshop 
is scheduled from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Read aloud at a Lighthouse
There will be a Read Aloud on Oct. 17 at Luis 
Munoz Marin’s Lighthouse after-school program in 
Bridgeport. Books are available in English and in 
Spanish, and include “Mami Amor’s Little Stories” 
and “My Two Lights,” by Dr. Felix Padilla and 
Rebecca Padilla. Contact Phyllis Machledt for more 
information or to sign up at 365-7622.
Compiled by Keysha Whitaker
WRITERS
WANTED!
they volunteer to do so.
The brothers of Lambda 
believe this program will impact 
the University, and once 
approved by their president, 
should have no difficulty get­
ting passed by SHU administra­
tion.
In the past, the fraternity 
may have been categorized as 
the elite at SHU, winning “Best 
Greek Organization of the Year” 
in 1998 and 1999.
In direct cooperation with 
the brothers of Lambda Sigma 
Phi, is Student Union 
Operations Assistant Kerri 
Casella.
Casella will oversee the 
group, making sure the proposal 
is given a fair trial at the Greek 
Judicial Board.
“It isn’t a sacrifice for us to 
be doing this because it is some­
thing that we have a strong pas­
sion for,” said Carson.
The service would also be 
open to SHU students who wish 
to become involved in the pro­
gram.
Build your resume! 
We will train you!
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of studying abroad there’s CIS, 
the Center for International Studies.
(For everything else there’s... your parents).
Contact us now if you’re interested in studying 
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Arts & Entertainment
Liberman helps form new media studies club
By John Ruggiero
Contributing Writer
With just two years remain­
ing, Justin Liberman has already 
established himself as a force in 
the media field. Just last spring 
he finished a short twelve 
minute film entitled, 
“Revelation,” that opened up 
some eyes as to the kind of work 
that can be achieved by the stu­
dents at Sacred Heart 
University.
“Revelation came from a 
dream I had one night. It’s 
about a boy that leaves a gray 
world and travels to New York 
City to find beauty,” said 
Liberman. What’s funny is that 
the short film consisting of 
twelve minutes cost Liberman 
months of shooting and an entire 
week in the editing room and 
many nights away from his bed 
in East Hall. “ It was definitely 
tough work, but it was well
worth it. When I watched it for 
the first time at the SHU 
Production Festival last spring 
and I saw the end credits, I was 
truly proud of it,” adds 
Libermam.
For media studies at Sacred 
Heart there wasn't much offered 
in the past as far as extra activi­
ties were concerned. The radio 
station was one of the main 
forms of being heard and mak­
ing the most of your future in the 
media. But just this past sum­
mer with funds from the school 
to create a growing communica­
tions department, SHU media 
studies majors now have the 
opportunity to be among the 
elite when it comes to creativity 
and being notice through the 
media.
That’s where Justin 
Lieberman comes in, a junior at 
SHU and the first president of 
the newly formed Media Studies 
Association. In it’s first year in 
existence the association or 
MSA allows and gives not only
Justin Liberman
media studies majors, but also 
the entire university, the oppor­
tunity to excel in the media 
field. “We’re an organization 
who loves what we do and are 
eggar to get there and be seen 
and heard,” said Liberman
The MSA came into form
Fashion police on the prowl
R ight
now both new 
and old styles are 
taking charge in 
the fashion biz 
for both men and 
women. Check 
out the fall line 
for dressing casu­
al or when on 
your way to 
work.
Also, check 
out how the 80’s 
look is back from 
the past and taking 
storm among soci­
ety. The most 
important idea to 
remember when planning what 
to wear is think classy and sim­
ple because one will always look 
their best when using these rules.
Here are the best ways to 
dress for your type of character 
for men and women this fall.
Hey girls, the days of the 
bedazzlers are back in style this 
fall.
Trendy styles are now 
bringing back 80’s retro. Dark 
jeans with a slinky snake belt 
and denim jacket are one of the 
many outfits women are wearing 
right now.
For a Flashdance, Foxy chic 
look, try a charm bracelet, 
mohair sweater, and ankle boots 
with jeans. Other items include 
bleached denim and studded 









is in, so try 
those long 
plaid skirts and 
turtlenecks in 
pastel colors. 
For that night 
out on the 






day try adding 
fuscia and 
magenta to your 
daily wardrobe. 
Satin is a huge hit with fab col­
ors including red and baby blue 
button down shirts
Shoes are another big part 
of a women's outfit. Suede knee 
boots are a big success along 
with ankle boots and strappy 
sandals from black to metallic.
The style of a woman’s hair 
changes with every season, so 
start now with long, soft, curly 
or wavy tresses, which are great 
for long or short hair. Satin is a 
huge hit with fab colors includ­
ing red and baby blue button 
down shirts.
Try a scarf for that extra 
chic look, preferably with a 
checkered pattern.
But don’t think that you 
have to run out and buy a whole 
new wardrobe because mixing 
old clothes with some new
threads always look good.
Guy get ready for fall with 
these new sophisticated and 
office looks this season. Though 
men would rather see a turtle­
neck on their girlfriend's, well 
guess again.
Turtlenecks and mock 
turtlenecks are coming back 
with a vengeance.
For a brezzy fall day turtle­
necks or V-neck sweaters are 
perfect for that comfy yet busi­
ness-type look. If you are not 
used to wearing turtlenecks try a 
mock one.
For that comfortable look 
try pants with bungee cords, 
which are great with a t-shirt. 
Also fleece or wool pants work 
great for casual business days or 
the early morning class.
Other fall fashion greats 
include washed out denim jeans. 
Khaki, green, red, maroon, pur­
ple, and black are the best colors 
to mix right now.
Check out a blast from the 
past, 80’s look including trench 
coats, skinny ties, denim jackets 
and black leather. Yes, men 
wear accessories and the most 
desirable is the classic watch, 
which is the single most impor­
tant item to wear with any look.
Necklaces look good with 
either a medium-sized silver 
chain or beaded necklace with 
wooden or plain metal beads. 
Simplicity is better.
Get into the fall fashion, but 
again remember don’t change 
your whole wardrobe and chose 
what you like best.
last spring when Liberman was 
approached by media studies 
professors, James Castonguay 
and Greg Golda, about having a 
media studies club. The idea 
was soon approved and the first 
meeting of the newly named 
MSA took place in early 
September. “Overall I’d like to 
thank university for their sup­
port and donation so this major 
can really take off,” said 
Liberman.
“Right now the MSA is 
short in club goers, but I believe 
when students recognize the 
work we can do many more will 
join. One thing is for certain; 
this club will be seen, we are 
going to make some noise, and 
an impact,” added Liberman.
As a huge fan of the silver 
screen, Liberman considers Star 
Wars, Easy Rider and In the 
Name of the Father, as just a few 
of his favorites. As well as 
Steven Spielberg, Michael 
Mann and of course Alfred 
Hitchcock- the director he idol­
izes most. “I admire their work a 
great deal. They are pioneers in 
their field and their work is his­
toric. And as a filnunaker, I 
strive to have just one ounce of 
what they accomplished in their 
careers,” added Libermen.
Liberman is not only a 
huge fan of film, a class room 
learning assistant, president of 
MSA and he also pitches for 
Sacred Heart men’s baseball 
team in the spring. “Baseball is 
my first love. I enjoy watching it 
and playing the game everyday.” 
Liberman also adds that the def­
initely won’t play in the pros, 
but he will make the most of his 
opportunity while he still can, 
and while he is still young 
enough.
Liberman plans on making 
films for a living, but for now he 
has embarked on a newly fond 
project. Finishing his second 
script and the film entitled, 
’’America,” which, according to 




This semester, the University Theater will be 
a constant buzz of excitement, humor, and awareness. 
The fall season opened this week with two 
performances of “Drawing the Shades”, co-sponsored 
by the SHU Players and Lambda Sigma Phi. The play 
remains a powerful one. Many audience members 
were moved to tears. The serious “date rape” 
message, that of becoming a survivor instead of a 
victim, was supported at each performance by the 
counseling center staff.
Throughout the remainder of the semester, the 
SHU Players will be performing at least two more 
times. In October, they will be presenting 
monologues for Alcohol Awareness Week, and, in 
December, they will be co-sponsoring an evening of 
“Ten Minute” plays and “Musical Interludes” with the 
Department of Language, Literature, and Media 
Studies. The performance will be acted, directed, and 
produced entirely by the Sacred Heart University 
student body.
On the main stage of the student theater in 
November will be the Don Nigro version of “Robin 
Hood.” The Department of Language, Literature, and 
Media Studies is producing this comic takeoff on a 
classic script. The director of this titillating work, 
Rick McKinnon, says, “This isn’t your father’s Robin 
Hood...” It is sure to be a hit with all that attend. 
WARNING... contains Violence, Sexual Content, 
Adult Language, and Partial Nudity.
All SHU students interested in acting in 
“Robin Hood” are encouraged to attend the auditions, 
which will be held this weekend in the theater. 
Auditions will be held on Saturday at 2pm and on 
Simday at 8pm. Those interested in leading roles 
should plan to attend both days of auditions, though it 
isn’t mandatory. All are welcome!
Danielle Moreau
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Jazz band under new 
leadership
Contributed photo
The Jazz Band is one of many groups on campus growing.
By Ed Bourget
Staff Writer
Marvin McNeill has been 
helping the Sacred Heart 
University music program to 
grow since his arrival in 1997. 
He continued to improve the 
program by naming a new jazz 
band director. Mark Small will 
lead the 2000-01 jazz band as it 
soars to new heights.
McNeill was in desperate 
need of some help because of 
the time demands that he faced 
in his daily schedule. He has 
been the instructor of the jazz 
band for three years, but felt 
that it was time to find some 
assistance.
“My schedule is too tight 
with me running back and forth 
from Marching Band to Jazz 
Band,” said McNeill. “The 
main reason I selected Mark 
was because of his musician- 
ship and his personality.” Small 
received his Bachelor of Arts 
degree form the University of 
Connecticut in 1997. He is 
looking forward to his new
position and wants to take the 
jazz band to another level.
“I am excited about the job 
because the program is just 
beginning to take off,” said 
Small. “I also took the job 
because it is close to my house 
and New York City, where there 
are many jazz hot spots.”
Small is hoping to start an 
entire jazz program, which 
would include different types of 
classes and private lessons. At 
the present time is working in 
collaboration with McNeill, in 
the efforts to begin the program.
“The success and populari­
ty is totally dependent on the 
student interest level,” said 
Small. “It is impossible to have 
any classes without any stu­
dents to teach.”
The jazz band also has 
increased in size this year and is 
looking to become larger. Any 
student who is interested in 
joining the jazz band should 
stop by McNeill’s office, which 
is located next to Public Safety. 
The group meets every 
Wednesday night from 7:45 to 
9:30.




With last weekend’s show­
ing of the movie “Road Trip,” 
the Student Events Team 
reports there is still room for 
more.
With about forty people 
showing up for the nightly 
screening, the turnout is good, 
although surprising. Movies in 
the Schine, presented by SET,
are shown one weekend a 
month at 7 p.m. on Fridays and 
Saturdays and at 2 p.m. on 
Sundays.
It’s shocking to see some 
empty seats in the Schine on 
these movie nights considering 
that the movie is free to all SHU 
students, and the films often 
precede their video release.
Thinking that changing the 
showing times of movies would 
draw a bigger crow, SET tried 
changing the time to noon on
Saturdays, but this plann yield-' 
ed fewer people. “Keeping the 
time at 7p.m. still leaves time 
for students to go out after­
wards,” one SET member 
pointed out. While another 
mentioned that the popularity 
of the movie itself acn deter­
mine the amount of people 
attending the movies.
Prospects are high for next 
film coming to the Schine in 
October, “Scary Movie,” that 
proved popular nation wide.
IF YOU’RE imO COCAINE, 
WE’VE GOT A LINE FOR YOb.
Now there’s another tragic 
side effect of cocaine.
It’s called unemploynient. 
Last >ear alone, America’s
businesses lost nxire than $60 
billion to drugs. So this year, 
most of the Fortune 500 will be 
administering drug tests. Fail­
ing the test means you won’t be 
considered for employment.
And that’s a littie dose 
of reality.
WE’RE PUTTHie DRUeS OUT OF BUStNESS.
Pctrtturstttp for a Drug-Fne America
A&E Briefs
Celebrations 2000
The Discovery Museum presents Celebrations 
2000. At 1 and 3 p.m. on Oct. 15 Paul Winter will be 
preforming in concert. Tickets are $20.
At 7:30 p.m. on Nov. 9, 10 and 11, there is a per­
formance by Continuum Marvels Multimedia.
Tickets for this performance are $15.
Ticket Packages for both shows are $30. For 
more information call 203-372-3521.
Anyone for Mochachino?
The International Coffeehouse Series is up and 
running. Sponsored by the
Intemational/Multicultural Center, admission is $8, 
faculty and staff donation $5, children under 12 $4, 
students free.
The Chinese Coffeehouse at 7:30 p.m. on Oct. 18 
in the Mahogany Room, and Rainforest Coffeehouse, 
12:30 p.m. on Oct. 26 in the Faculty Lounge.
Breast Cancer Awareness Month
Kicking off Breast Cancer Awareness Month,
Beta Delta Phi sorority will sponsor numerous events 
on campus. Today they will sponsor National Denim 
Day, all faculty that donated money can wear jeans.
The money will go to breast cancer research.
At 2 p.m. on Oct. 11 in the faculty lounge, the 
Sisters of Beta Delta Phi will be hosting a survivor 
of breast cancer, who will discuss her experience.
This event is open to all students, faculty and staff.
Also, at 8 a.m. on Oct. 15, outside of public safe­
ty. Beta Delta Phi will meet all interested in attending,,, m 
a breast cancer walk. All interested contact Nancy 
Monaco at extension 4199.
After mass, on Oct. 29, Beta Delat Phi will host a 
vigil in honor of breast cancer awareness month. All 
are welcomed. On Oct. 30, “Knowledge is Power.” 
Learn all you can about breast cancer, to help prevent 
yourself from becoming another statistic.
Lastly be sure to check the breast cancer aware­
ness display outside the cafe. The display has all the 
names of people who contributed to the cause. If you 
are interested in making a donation contact Nancy 
Manaco at extension 4199.
Check out the next issue for more breast cancer 
awareness activities going on through out the month 
of October.
LeCs Celebrate!
From Oct. 4 through Nov. 6, Sacred Heart will be 
celebrating Lation Heritage Month. On Oct. 12 there 
will be a lecture on “Encouraging Cultural Literacy”, 
in the faculty lounge. Also La Hispanidad’s service 
project will be to help Habbitat for Humanity build a 
home in Bridgeport. To register call 203-365-7622.
At 8:30 on Oct. 19, La Hispanidad will host their 
annual semi-formal. $7 with a SHU ID and $10.
For more information contact the 
Intemational/Multicultural Center at 203-365-7614.
Do you like scary movies?
There will be a showing of “Scary Movie,” spon­
sored by S.E.T. The comedic movie starring Marlon 
and Sean Waynes makes fun of all those scary 
movies you saw in high school and then-some.
It will be showing at 7 p.m. on Oct.27 and 28, 
and at 2 p.m. on Oct. 29. Admission is free with a 
SHU ID.
-Compiled by Megan Flood
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XC: Pace sets records at Fairfield
Photo by Andy Erhartic
Women’s XC finished first place at the Fairfield Invitational.
Continued from page 10
third with a time of 19:28, along 
with sophomore Suzy D’Angelo 
in fourth place with a time of 
19:35.
“Mendoza, Wrinkle and 
D”Angelo ran together the 
whole way in a little pack,” 
said Morrison. “They were 
very intimidating.”
Senior co-captain Heather 
Stockton was not far behind 
the pack with a time of 19:49, 
and junior co-captain Kim 
Almeida stayed close by with 
a time of 20:00.
Also running varsity for 
the women were graduate stu­
dent Sabrina Kenny (20:22) 
and first year student Colleen 
Cotter (20:23).
Running well for the men 
and one of the key reasons 
they won over Fairfield was 
freshman Will Figueroa with a 
time of 27:41, placed 12 in the 
meet, which was six places
ahead of Fairfield’s third man.
First year student Andrew 
Renna managed to run a time 
of 28:18 while followed close 
by junior Brian Wrinkle with a 
time of 28:39.
Running sixth and seventh 
for the men were first year stu­
dent Matt Uzenski (28:53) and
senior co-captain Ed Njai 
(28:56)
The teams will be partici­
pating in the New England 
Cross Country Championships 
in Franklin Park, Boston, on 
Friday. Their season records 





The field hockey team 
dropped their ninth game of the 
season to Siena 1-0, on 
Sunday. i
The two teams had previ­
ously been tied for fourth place 
in the conference.
The Pioneers dominated 
the first half of play, however, 
couldn’t put one in the net. 
There was no score going into 
halftime.
Then with 23:35 remain­
ing in the game, Siena forward, 
Lacee Iselo knocked one in 
putting Siena on top 1-0.
That was all Siena would 
need as they went on to win the 
conference match-up.
Senior, goalkeeper Ginny 
Capicchioni once again had an 
impressive game in net. She is 
ranked second in the confer­
ence in save percentage (.818)
falls to Siena
and leads the conference in 
saves with 170 (17 saves per 
game).
This loss gives them fifth 
place in the conference with a 
record of 1-3.
The top four teams will 
advance to the playoffs on 
October 28-29.
The Pioneers look to gain 
some ground, and get back into 
the playoff race this weekend 
as they travel to New Jersey to 
take on Rider and Monmouth.
Earlier in the season. 
Sacred Heart lost 1-0 in over­
time to Rider, who is currently 
in third place.
In there last contest with 
first place Monmouth, the 
Pioneers pulled off a 4-3 upset.
“We have played really 
well the last few weeks,” said 
sophomore Angela Yuhas. We 
just need to find a way to score 
some goals. I feel very confi­
dent about this upcoming 
weekend.”
SHU football: winning with heart
Dymond, Mayowa and Pawlowski key to SHU victory
By Keri Blair
"***‘****^ ^Sports
The Sacred Football team 
is continuing their Cinderella 
season as they defeated 
Monmouth University last 
Saturday by a score of 13-7.
The score vs. Monmouth 
remained 0-0 till freshman 
defensive back Brian 
Pawlowski, (Branchburg N.J.) 
picked up the ball off of a fum­
ble and ran 35 yards for the 
touchdown that put the 
Pioneers up 7-0 at the end of 
the half.
The Pioneers took a 13-0 
lead heading into the fourth 
quarter, but were unable to 
hold on to the shut-out.
“We went to play a very 
respectable opponent and to 
come away with a victory gives 
you a sense of where you are in 
the conference,” said head 
coach Jim Fleming.
“The team walked out on 
the field and had no doubt in 
their mind that they could 
win,” said Fleming.
Once again solid defensive 
play was the key for the 
Pioneers.
Junior defensive line DJ 
Dymond, (Woodboume, N.Y.) 
“played in this game against 
Monmouth the way football 
should be played, wide open.
“We named him defensive 
player of the week and I feel he 
was our “Unsung Hero,” said
head coach Jim Fleming.
Dymond had seven tack­
les, three assists and one recov­
ered fumble.
Sophomore linebacker 
Kayode Mayowa, (Providence, 
R.I.) led Sacred Heart with 13 
tackles in the Monmouth victo­
ry-
**Dymond played the 
game the way foot­
ball should be 
played, wide open, ** 
Head Coach Jim 
Fleming.
Mayowa is currently sec­
ond in the NEC in total tackles 
with 55.
Last season Mayowa shat­
tered the single season record 
for tackles with 118 and the 
single season record for unas­
sisted tackles with 75.
Not only did. the defense 
hold Monmouth to one touch­
down, but they were also 
responsible for some offense as 
well.
“We did not turn the ball 
over on offense. We only had 
45 snaps offensively yet, capi­
talized on opportunities.
“We all contributed to this 
victory,” said Fleming.
Sacred Heart improved 
their overall record to 5-0, 3-0 
NEC with the victory.
The Pioneers don’t take 
the field until Oct 14 when they 
travel to Long Island to play 
Stony Brook at 12:30 p.m.
Red-White scrimmage opens men’s ice hockey season
Ed Bourget
Staff Writer
The men’s ice hockey 
team officially started their 
season last Saturday night 
with the annual Red-White 
scrimmage.
Every year the team is 
divided into two squads at the 
end of training camp and 
players battle for positions on 
the varsity squad.
This year the White squad 
was victorious thanks to soph­
omore Les Hrapchak. 
Hrapchak buried the game- 
winner with 45 seconds 
remaining in the game to give 
his team the 5-4 victory.
The game was fast paced 
and the players displayed
their talents for the coaches 
and the crowd. The Pioneers 
are looking for another solid 
season after last year’s 4th 
place finish in the Metro 
Atlantic Athletic Conference.
*Jt was an exciting 
and close game, ” 
said head coach 
Shaun Hanna. “I 
saw many good 
things and it 
appears that the 
guys are in good 
shape. ”
This year the MAAC 
play-off champion will 
receive an automatic bid to 
NCAA Division I national 
tournament.
“It was an exciting and
close game,” said head coach 
Shaun Hannah. “I saw many 
good things and it appears 
that the guys are in good 
shape.”
The game was a see-saw 
battle as the lead changed 
hands a few times.
The red team’s goals were 
scored by Bryan Reilly, Chris 
Mokos, and Mike Reagan (2).
Lloyd Tennant, Paul 
Sposito, Mike Forsland (2), 
and Les Hrapchak led the 
offensive charge for the white 
team. Alexis Jutras-Binet and 
Eddy Fehri were solid 
between the pipes for their 
respective teams.
The Pioneers will play an 
exhibition game tomorrow 
night at 7:15 against St.Nick’s 
at the Milford Ice Pavilion.
In double overtime women’s 
soccer picks up two scoreless ties
By Kerry Freel
Contributing Writer
Women’s soccer can home 
with two scoreless ties to 
Quinnipiac and FDU this past 
week.
The intensity was great,, 
keeping the players on their toes 
as both games went into double­
overtime.
Goalkeeper Leslie Konsig, 
freshman, (Minbum, N.J.) has 
been vital in net stopping 27
shots so far.
Konisg came in three 
games age when senior goal­
keeper Carlin Guaneri left the 
field with a shoulder injury.
Guaneri has been a big part 
of the team and will be out 
recovering for at least two 
weeks, however, the Pioneers 
have no fear.
Receiving the honorable 
Northeast Conference women’s 
soccer “Rookie of The Week” 
title for the week of Oct. 2, 
Konsig is really making a name
for herself.
Head coach Joe Barosso 
commented that “the team has 
been playing well defensively.
“As a whole they are a great 
group that stays together 
through tough times,” added 
Barosso.
Senior captain Corrie 
Smith, has been a strong defen­
sive player while junior Kristen 
Walker has a record of twenty 
shots.
The lady Pioneers compete 
on home turf today at 3:30 p.m. 
against St. Francis.
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Sports Briefs
Women^s volleyball won one and tied two
Women’s volleyball competed at the Hill Field 
House in Maryland this past week to compete against 
Morgan State, Robert Morris and UMES.
Thursday the lady Pioneers beat UMES in three 
sets. “Amanda Ayres had a good game. She was 
passing and hitting extremely well,” said junior co­
captain Kate Sammon.
The Pioneers played Friday and lost their next 
two matches in three sets.
The women take the home court tomorrow, times 
have yet to be announced.
Intramurals starting up
Co-ed volleyball starts in October. Rosters can be 
picked up in the Pitt Center and are due no later than 
Oct. 18.
There must be five players on the floor with a 
minimum of two females or males. For more infor­
mation contact Jenn Hoffmann, director of intramu­
rals, at 396-8129.
Fencing team signup
Men and women’s Division I competition begins 
in November and continues through February.
Practices are 8 a.m.-9 a.m. Monday, Wednesday, 
Thursday and Friday in the lower level of the Pitt 
Center.
Also, a team manager and armor are needed. For 
further information contact coach Ciccarone at (2031 <>>3 
778-0808.




Identifying one as an 
“Unsung Hero” is to refer to an 
athlete who exhibits the nature 
of a hero yet continually 
remains unnoticed.
The Unsung Hero is found 
on the field long before anyone 
else, and remains after all oth­
ers have gone.
It is this athlete which the 
coach relies on to play nearly 
every position and the person 
the other layers know they can 
count on: somebody to play 
when they can not.
The Unsung Hero creates 
something to be apart of, 
something to take pride in. 
Helping those realize that 
although the results may not be 
immediate, in the long-run 
things will work out. This ath­
lete holds the character of a 
genuine competitor, ultimately 
hoping to help their team win
Although their jerseys will 
never hang from the rafters 
their presence will forever live 
in the sport.
The unsung Hero is whom 
the game was made for. 
Essentially they'are the ath­
letes that just love to play.
Nominate an Athletic Unsung Hero
I am looking to recognize 
the athletic “Unsung Hero’s” 
which grace our campus.
Above I have defined an 
“Unsung Hero” and in the 
upcoming weeks of the 
Spectrum there will be a spe­
cial section in the sports 
pages that will be designed to
report a profile on those ath­
letes.
Anyone can nominate an 
athlete who they feel is an 
“Unsung Hero.”
Nominee forms can be 
picked up in the Spectrum 
office or at the front desk of 
the Pitt Center.
SHU Athlete of the Week
Photo
Unavailable
Konsig holds Quinnipiac and FDU scoreless 
to give women *s soccer two ties this week
Freshman goal- and has been stellar
keeper Leslie Konsig in the net for the 
from Millburn, N.J. Pioneers ever since, 
is the bright spot for This past week-
the 2-3-4 Pioneers. end Konsig held
Konsig replaced Quinnipiac and FDU
senior goalkeeper scorless for 240 min-
Carlin Gharneri, utes in total and
(West Haven) early recorded 15 saves in
in SHU’s tie with SHU’s two scorless
UMBC last weekend ties this week.
Leslie Konsig
Women’s Soccer
You Be The 
Coach
Want to try your hand 
drawing up the X’s and 
O’s? Think you’ve got a 
sure-fire play to stump 
opposing defenses and get 
the Pioneers in the end 
zone? Prove it.
Draw up your awn 
play and submit it to the 
Spectrum or the football 
office. Each week, we’ll 
select one winner, who . 
may see J.J; Holtfreter 
call the play from the 




10/6 6 am.-10 p.m.
10/7 9 a.m.-5 p.m.




10/12 6 a.m.-10 p.m.
10/13 6 a.m.- 2:30p.m.
Sports Schedule for
Oct. 6 - Oct. 13
Friday Tuesday
Women’s Soccer Women’s Field Hockey
vs. St. Francis, vs. Quinnipiac,
3:30 p.m. 3:30 p.m.
Men’s Soccer
vs. Robert Morris, Wednesday




vs. St. Nick’s, Men’s Soccer






Women’s Field Hockey 3 p.m.
@ Monmouth,
1p.m. Women’s Soccer
@ Univ. of Pittsburgh,
Sunday noon
Women’s Soccer
vs. Robert Morris, Women’s Volleyball
11a.m. @ Central Conn.
Women’s Field Hockey
f. , ^*1X1 • ■ ■ ■









Mad Science is looking for ener­
getic, enthusiastic people to Join 
our Interactive Science 
Company. Part-time positions. 
Must be available 2-5p.m. week­
days. Weekend positions also 
available. Applicants should 
have experience with children 
and reliable transportation. 
Complete training provided. 
Excellent pay. 381-9754.
Child care needed two after­
noons a week. Close to
University, own car preferred.
Must be responsible and 
dependable. Please call 396- 
0833 leave message.
Make Your Own Hours 
Sell Spring Break 2001 Trips. 
Highest commisions- Lowest 
prices. No cost to you. Travel 
FREE including food, drink & 
non-stop parties!!! World Class 
Vacations. 2000 Student Travel 
Planners “Top Producer” & 
MTV’s Choice. (Spring Break 
Cancun Party Program) 1-800-
222-4432.
SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of Spring 
Break Destinations, including 
cruises! Foam parties, Free 
Drinks and Club Admissions. 
Rep Positions and Free trips 
available. Epicurean Tours 1- 
800-231-4-FUN. Sign into our 
Web Site Today 
www.EpicuRRean.com
The men’s XC team start off the 
" race last week on way to finishing
third place overall.




The Sacred Heart cross 
country teams pulled in some 
sujper^strong finishes at the I 
' Eakfield liniversrty
Invitational last Saturday.
Junior Chris Ciparelli led 
the men to their first victory 
ever over long-time rival 
Fairfield with a time of 27:13 
on the five-mile course.
Senior Chris Eaton fin­
ished only a second behind 
Ciparelli with a time of 27:13.
These two times were the 
f^test times ever for Sacred 
Heart men on the Fairfield 
course.
The men managed to fin­
ish thifil pYCfall in the nieet.
The women completely 
dominated the race, winning 
the invitational with a mere 
26 points- a far distance from 
second place Quinnipiac’s 74
points. “The men had a strong 
race and the wonien complete-^ 
ly dominated the Opposition»” 
shid head coach Christian 
Morrison. “I was pleased,T 
adhed Mopison.
Leading the way for the 
women were first year stu­
dents Christina Mendoza in 
second place with a time of 
19:27 and Katie Wrinkle in
See XC, page 10
•Football remains 
nndefoated. Page 10. 
•Hockey red-white 
game. Page 10.
•Field Hockey falls to
• Unsung Hero s
